Due: Friday, 27 February 2009

Submission: Turn in a printed or neatly written copy of your work at the beginning of class.

1. Please write the URL of your web site, which you began to create in the laboratory “Make Your Own Web Site” (Friday, 20 February). While I could figure out the URL based on your MathLAN username, writing it down and giving it to me will “make it official” that you have completed your work and are ready for me to view it.

2. Here are four HTML tags that were not introduced during our laboratory. Write a brief explanation of what each one does. How should you find out? Experiment!

   `<strike>`

   `<sub>`

   `<sup>`

   `<tt>`

   Note: Each of these tags requires an accompanying closing tag (e.g., `<strike>`).

3. Recall that the command `chmod` allows you to change which permissions are allowed for various people when they access a file. Describe that permissions on the file `mystery.exe` that result from this command (i.e., who can do what with the file):

   `chmod 361 mystery.exe`